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Category:Indian films Category:2000 films Category:2000s Hindi-language films Category:Indian drama films Category:Directorial debut filmsLetters to the Editor I have another objection to the Christian faith as taught by the Church. The promise of the birth of Christ was to the woman who was delivered of a son and it is not promised to anyone else. I also believe that
the return to earth by the savior will be only to the woman who gave birth to him. How can the Savior come again to a dead man, who is now in the grave and to just anyone else? In the fifteenth chapter of Matthew, it is written that the Savior will not return to the earth until the woman who gave birth to him is seventy-three years old. I appreciate your column. I think the
Catholic Church is the best church there is. I appreciate you teaching and your books, but I do not like any opinions that the Church “tradition” that has been printed over the past 2,000 years has never changed or changed so slowly that nobody notices, but do think it has changed slowly. Just because one man or a group of men wrote it down over a period of 2,000 years
does not mean that it is true. Also, I do not like the Church “tradition” that teaches that salvation is given through a specific church, and that changes through the years. This is wrong. It is the way of the Cross. I have a dilemma about our church. I began attending our church when I was in grade school. I have been coming here for over 30 years. I have been involved with
it, in any way, shape or form. We have not been in a financial state to buy a building, so we do not have one. I have been involved in many roles in the church, such as teacher, preacher, volunteer, etc. In the past couple years, I have been asked to do a better job of helping the people, but there are times when I find it easy to say, “I just am not sure what you are trying to
communicate,” or, “You don’t understand.” I get very frustrated when it seems that I am supposed to be able to just read the words of Jesus and then go and live by them, but I need to remember that God is the creator, sustainer and ruler of life.
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